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INTRODUCTION

1

This guide is the result of our research into the most popular types of

online-only arts experiences over the last decade. The result is nine

creative formats for digital arts experiences that we hope will both

inform and inspire your next project.

Since the Covid-19 pandemic began we have

seen unprecedented levels of activity occur in the

fusion between technology and the arts. Arts

organisations across the UK created experiences

that kept their audiences spirits up deep in the

depths of lockdown (Audience Agency, 2021). This

activity didn't come out of thin air, however - it

was built on the foundation of a rich heritage of

innovation that British arts organisations have

pioneered for over a decade. 

This guide, funded by GBSLEP, aims to celebrate

and encapsulate some of the learnings from these

digital works of art by identifying the types that

have been most popular with the wider public.

Our goal is to inspire future work, so that existing

digital success can be built upon.

This report has been produced as part of Limina's

Digital Welcome programme of work, which was

focussed on the Greater Birmingham and Solihull

region. It was funded by Greater Birmingham and

Solihull Local Enterprise Partnership (GBSLEP) as

part of their Step Forward Programme, set up to

help businesses across the region impacted by

Covid-19.

In order to paint a picture of these successful

content formats, we have selected example

projects - many with links to the Greater

Birmingham and Solihull area.

The process of this report has been inspired by our

previous Immersive Formats for Future Audiences

document (Allen, 2018), and followed a similar yet

simplified methodology.

This study's methodology first involved data

gathering via web scraping of UK digital arts

projects from the last decade. We then ranked

'impact' through web and social media footprint,

including Google search ranking, press and

social media footprint.

The top 50 projects with the most measurable

impact were reviewed and then, through

workshopping, we grouped content together

into format categories. We refined and named

these categories. The resulting nine categories

are included in this document. 

Having led the research it is clear to see that

digital tools offer arts organisations vast artistic

potential, with the changes in form allowing for

new paradigms and types of audience impact.

However a digital-only project also offers

scaleability, which allows for more reach,

accessibility and of course the opportunity for

sustained revenue streams. Through

conversations with artists it is clear the best way

to get going is simply to get stuck in and play

with the tools on offer. 

One key benefit to society of arts organisations

making online work is the improvement of public

digital life as a whole. When we make online

work we contribute to the wider public digital

sphere, improving the quality of people's 'screen

time' and diversifying the activities that happen

in these de facto public squares. 

We hope that browsing through this guide will

provide some sparks of inspiration - there is just

so much creative possibility.

By Catherine Allen, lead author



The smartphone is your canvas, the computer is your

stage.

A new artists' toolkit is awaiting you - let's go!
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Below is a summary of the nine creative formats which we

identified for digital arts experiences.



These experiences could include an

activity such as singing, meditation,

stretches, or even a survey to aid self

reflection. 

If you’re looking for some background

reading, the Media Uses and Gratification

Theory is a great place to start. 

       Digital expert tip: 

Start your concept development by

thinking about the mood or state change

you want your audience to experience. It

is important to focus on the

transformation first, rather than tech. 

You’ll find with this format that the user’s

physical context is as important as the

content itself. Consider designing an

experience that takes into account the

user’s physical space, with guidance for

them on how to optimise it. 

DIGITAL ELIXIR

This format uses the power of creative digital technology to improve

an audience’s wellbeing - be that to improve mood, aid reflection or

to boost energy levels.

Digital Elixir experiences are digital arts

products that are specifically designed to

act as a tonic for an audience; to address

a particular wellbeing challenge they may

face. They may, for instance, aim to boost

the mood of audience members or even

help audience members with specific

health issues, for instance chronic pain or

long Covid. A wide range of academic

studies in healthcare have found that

multimedia can be powerful and

transformative. Digital Elixir uses this

power to clearly, directly improve

audience’s wellbeing - often with

immediate effect. 

These experiences often use a mixture of

different types of media. Whilst they are

often created in partnership with

healthcare providers (eg. the NHS), this is

not necessarily a requirement. Digital

Elixirs are sometimes inspired by, or

include commercial wellbeing digital

experiences such as the Calm app,

Peloton indoor cycling and Headspace.
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FOREST OF SERENITY

2017

Holosphere & St Giles Hospice

VR app for Samsung Gear VR and

Oculus GO

Narrated by Sir David Attenborough, the

Forest of Serenity takes audiences to a

lush, calming forest populated by birds of

paradise and exotic flora, offering an

immersive distraction from pain and

troubles. This experience was originally

created as a room-scale experience with

6DOF as part of the Pain Management

Programme at St Giles Hospice, then

adapted for wider audiences through the

release of a 360 VR video. 

Description adapted from the Oculus Store and

Holosphere website.

 

LOST IN SONG

2020

Ex Cathedra, NHS Arden & GEM,

Limina Immersive

360 video

A joyful online choral experience that

invites audiences to sing well-loved

songs in scenery inspired by the British

countryside and coastline. Four songs are

available to experience. Each immersive

song includes a vocal warm up led by

members of Ex Cathedra choir, followed

by Ex Cathedra’s version of the song itself

set to beautiful 360 footage overlaid with

lyrics so audiences can sing along. A

collaboration between Limina Immersive,

NHS Arden & GEM CSU and Ex Cathedra,

this online experience was designed to lift

the spirits of patients during the COVID

pandemic.

Description adapted from the Lost In Song website

 

DIGITAL ELIXIR
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DIGITAL SPACES
AND THINGS

This format brings real or imaginary objects or environments into the

online realm, often in 3D. This digitisation allows audiences to explore

these spaces and things at their own pace, place and time. 

Mobile augmented reality can also allow the

public to see 3D objects in their homes,

using their mobile devices. One reason why

this format is exciting for artists and cultural

practitioners is that the normal laws of

physics in our physical world don't have to

apply. There is boundless potential for virtual

exhibitions and installations.

You may have heard the psychology theory

that human’s memories are attached to place

- essentially they are ‘geotagged’. This is why

people for millennia have used the ‘memory

palace’ method of remembering large

amounts of information. One benefit of the

Digital Spaces and Things format is that it is

potentially more memorable for this

‘geotagged’ reason. Even though the

environments are virtual, and potentially just

accessed through a small screen, they still

feel like they are in a distinct place, and

hence we remember it as such. 

       Digital expert tip: 

This format doesn't need to be complex to

create. There are lots of photogrammetry

apps that recreate 3D objects through a

mobile phone simply being rotated around an

object. Polycam app is a great place to start. 

Digital spaces and things are objects or

places that have been created or recreated

for the online realm. They could be

digitisation of existing places or objects, or

they could be based on imagination.

Sometimes this format brings to life

someone’s memories - a use case that sits on

the continuum between reality and

imagination. 

This format has various types of application; it

can be used by artists for creating and

exhibiting online installations, or it can be

used to digitally scan existing things (for

instance using photogrammetry), placing

those things in virtual space as an online

exhibition. 

Although immersive technology is often

assumed to be the most natural home for

audiences to experience Digital Spaces and

Things, this is not the primary way the public

access this format. There are many mobile

and desktop browser based experiences in

this format. A self-guided tour around a 3D

scanned museum, on a desktop browser is a

good example of the Digital Spaces and

Things format. Covid-19 brought with it a

remarkable rise in popularity for this type of

experience; in March 2020, worldwide

Google searches for 'virtual museum tour'

increased twenty-fold. 
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DIGITAL SPACES AND THINGS

EXEMPLAR PROJECTS

TEMPLECRAFT

2015

Artichoke, The Space, CultureTech,

Adam Clarke, BlockWorks

Minecraft for PC and console

A digital reconstruction of the David

Best’s Temple, a 72ft high timber

construction inspired by the traditions of

Nevada’s Burning Man Festival. Just like

in the physical Temple, Minecraft players

were able to explore the temporary

structure online and leave their own

messages, mementos or objects inside its

walls. On Saturday 21 March 2015, the

Temple in Derry-Londonderry was

ceremonially burned, with nothing left

behind. At the same time, the Temple was

burned in Minecraft, with viewers off and

online watching the spectacle in real

time. 

Description adapted from The Space’s website

BMAG VIRTUAL TOUR

2019

Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery,

ScanTech Digital

VR, web

A VR 360 interactive tour of the

Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery,

presented in four different parts. This can

be experienced online or in a VR headset

and uses ‘ScanTags’ which are anchored

to points in the 3D model data with

additional photos, video, audio files and

written descriptions.
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DIGITAL SPACES AND THINGS

EXEMPLAR PROJECTS

ANGLO-SIKH VIRTUAL MUSEUM

2019

Taran3D, Sikh Museum Initiative

AR, touchscreen, VR

An immersive online repository of digitally

scanned and 3D modelled artefacts that

can be explored online through a

website, within a VR headset or via a

mobile phone using augmented reality.

The online experience presents a platform

for the long history linking the Sikhs to the

British since the eighteenth century.
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       Digital expert tip: 

QR code generators are a great place to

start - they are a simple way to play with

anchoring media to a particular physical

place. Just search 'QR code generator' to

get going.

LOCATED COLLECTIVE
MEMORY

Located Collective Memory experiences overlay people’s memories of

a place onto a physical environment and are usually accessed by a

mobile phone

This format is usually one that is

experienced by audience members out

and about; either in a city or in another

sort of public space. Inspired by city tours

for tourists and commercial apps like

Pokémon Go, these experiences use a

mobile browser or phone app to anchor

overlaying media onto a physical space in

order to convey the memories that are

attached to these spaces. Media might

include audio (akin to a geo-tagged

podcast), images, video, 3D objects or

simply text. Their trigger might be an

image marker like a QR code, a

geolocation or even sometimes just a

code to enter on your phone. 

Whilst these experiences can sometimes

jog the audience’s own memories, they

can also offer an alternate way of looking

at historical events, overlaying another

perspective, for instance from the

communities whose voices were not

heard at the time. 

Often these experiences are marketed

locally and if tickets are sold, they are

done so at a local cultural venue’s box

office. 
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EXEMPLAR PROJECT

STREETMUSEUM

2010

Museum of London, Brothers & Sisters

AR mobile app

Created by the Museum of London,

Streetmuseum allows users to browse

historical photographs around London.

Using the app’s map or by GPS, users can

navigate to specific locations around

London and click the '3D View' button to

have a glimpse into how the past looked in

that area, in real time. The images featured

on the app are taken from the Museum of

London's extensive collection, and are the

work of renowned photographers

including Henry Grant, Wolfgang

Suschitsky, Roger Mayne and George

Davison Reid.

LOCATED COLLECTIVE MEMORY
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AUDIO ENCHANTMENT

Audio Enchantments are stand-alone audio experiences that treat an

audio file as a contained work of art

       Digital expert tip: 

A simple podcast making app like Anchor

or Riverside.fm can be repurposed,

creating much more than podcasts alone.

These apps are a really user-friendly way

to start experimenting.

Audio enchantments can be one of the

most simple of the formats - on the

surface they appear to be just an audio

file. However, the audio is experiential

and exists not as a radio programme or a

podcast but as a new type of art. They

may be narrative based (eg. an adaptation

of a theatrical play) or an original piece of

sound art.

Sometimes these experiences include

binaural or spatial audio, meaning the

sounds appears three dimensional when

listened to on headphones. However, this

is not a requirement. Audio enchantments

are usually delivered as .mp4 files, but

can sometimes be a more advanced form

of audio file, especially if there is an

element of spatial sound or interactivity. A

universal feature of this format is the

experiential quality. Whilst there may be

storytelling as well, the content,

importantly, transports audiences to a

different psychological space. 
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EXEMPLAR PROJECTS

DARKFIELD RADIO

2020

Darkfield 

Mobile app

An immersive audio experience which

takes place in the audience’s home,

turning familiar surroundings into the

setting for another world, blurring the

lines between real and imagined.

Darkfield Radio is a direct response to the

new age we are living in, immersing

audiences in strange and curious worlds

in their own home and bringing new

meaning to the familiar spaces we inhabit.

To take part, audiences buy a ticket,

download the app and enter their code.

At the designated time they put on

headphones to begin the experience.

Description adapted from the Darkfield website

ALL OF ME: THE AUDIO

2020

Caroline Horton & Co, China Plate

Theatre

Immersive audio, online 

Recorded in Caroline’s living room during

lockdown, All of Me: The Audio is an

intimate, absurd exploration of wanting to

live, wanting to die and what can happen

if we sit together in the dark. 

Adapted from the stage show All of Me,

Caroline, director Alex Swift and sound

designer Elena Peña bring you a dark

audio trip about dark things. Available to

listen to on SoundCloud.

Description adapted from China Plate Theatre

website

AUDIO ENCHANTMENT
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      Digital expert tip: 

Adobe Aero is a very accessible platform

for experimenting with this format,

allowing you to create AR experiences

using assets you’ve designed - no coding

experience required!

AR QUEST

This format sends participants on a treasure hunt in search of digital

items that reside in real world settings. 

Often family-orientated, these augmented

reality experiences allow audiences to play

an active part in a fictional or historical

narrative through providing a participatory,

task-based digital journey played in the

real world. Usually in the form of an app,

participants are invited to embark on a

challenge using their mobile phone. The

mobile acts as a window of discovery,

using it to find digital items hidden around

real world locations. AR Quests can be

either anchored to a particular geographic

location or portable, meaning they are

playable anywhere that fits a certain set of

conditions. In the portable context, digital

items appear in places that fit a certain set

of conditions (often decided through an

algorithm). For instance, there might be a

rule that a certain fairy themed object must

be found near a patch of woodland. Map

APIs, eg. Google Maps' API enable this.

By mixing realities and augmenting digital

items onto real world settings, experiences

like this are innovative in their ability to

encourage people to explore, be more

active and experience what’s around them

in an exciting new way. 
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EXEMPLAR PROJECTS

GRUFFALO SPOTTER

2017

Forestry Commission England, Magic

Light Pictures, Nexus Studios

Mobile and tablet app for iOS and

Android

The Gruffalo Spotter has been designed

for use at 26 forests across England where

visitors can join the adventure through the

deep dark wood. Families can follow

clues on an interactive trail and track

signs of their favourite characters based

on The Gruffalo. The self-led trail is

packed with fun facts about forest

animals with fantastic activities along the

way. Once families have spotted the

characters, they can use the app to bring

3D animations to life and take photos

alongside them. 

Description adapted from the Forestry

Commission England website

THE CHRONICLES OF ATOM AND

LUNAR: QUEST FOR OLD MOTHER

REDBEARD

2021

Murray Lachlan Young, The Space,

Funnelwick Limb

Mobile app for iOS and Android

This family-orientated playable AR

storybook game experience is told

through poetry by poet Murray Lachlan

Young. Mixing fairy tales with poetry and

tech wizardry with fantasy, watch a

magical world appear on your kitchen

table as you search for the mysterious Old

Mother Redbeard. Follow the map

through the magical forest to find Old

Mother Redbeard's Cottage and help her

set the children free.

Description adapted from Funnelwick

Limb website

 

AR QUEST
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      Digital expert tip: 

The most important ingredients for this

format are community and enthusiasm.  

In terms of technical skills, understanding

how to make and manage a website

and/or social media channels is often all

that's needed. A grasp of how to use

video conferencing platforms for larger

events also helps. 

AUDIENCE
CO-CREATION

Audience co-creation invites audiences to be a part of a collaborative

making process, often resulting in an online exhibition of creative

work.

Rather than presenting ready-made

content, this experience format is all

about process, offering audiences the

opportunity to get involved, get creative

and make! The process really is the

product. 

Collaboration lies at the heart of Audience

Co-creation experiences, with members

of the public invited to create a final piece

of work based on a creative brief,

challenge or provocation. Online

meetings platforms like Zoom and

Microsoft Teams are often used to host

guidance sessions, with a significant

amount of social media activity to share,

bolster and encourage public

participation. In certain circumstances

projects have involved public

broadcasters, for instance Grayson's Art

Club with Channel 4. 

Members of the public are often invited to

respond to something or participate in a

creative task, such as filming a scene for a

play-in-a-day, producing an art work and

sending in a photo to be displayed online

as part of a digital gallery. 
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EXEMPLAR PROJECT

GRAYSON’S ART CLUB

2020

Grayson Perry, Manchester Art Gallery,

Channel 4, Swan Films

TV series, website & physical

exhibition

Grayson Perry hosted Grayson’s Art Club,

shown on Channel 4, from his own studio

– taking the country with him as he

created his own new art works and

inspiring them to unleash their collective

creativity over lockdown.. Each week he

spoke to other famous artists and

creatives about how they spent their time

and hosted masterclasses to help teach

us all how to create art. Members of the 

AUDIENCE CO-CREATION
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Image: Grayson's Art Club

public were invited to send him their own

fantastic artworks which they had made at

home, talking to them via video calls and

choosing artworks he loved in each

episode. The process involved Grayson

sending out messages via social media

asking for members of the public to

participate in the Series by uploading a 2-

minute video message of themselves filmed

on their mobile phone together with three

photos of their artwork. 

Description adapted from Grayson’s Art

Club website



      Digital expert tip: 

Exploring digital fashion marketplaces is a

good place to start, in order to gather

inspiration for your own project. DressX,

for instance has plenty to browse (and try

on!). 

Once you decide to embark on a project,

you'll likely need to find a 3D artist

freelancer to work with. 

AUGMENTED
SNAPSHOT

Augmented Snapshot offers a photographic experience which

stretches beyond the physical realm; designing and compositing

digital costume, accessories and effects that augment real life bodies. 

Rooted in the growing digital fashion

industry, Augmented Snapshot is a visual

representation of clothing or effects filters

built using computer technologies and 3D

software. Spanning virtual, augmented

and mixed realities, the new application

of these technologies within the fashion

industry have meant that fashion and

costume designers now have the

possibility of designing clothing beyond

the parameters of the physical world,

without physical distribution, material or

model restrictions. 

The format is relevant to both maker and

consumer, allowing audience

members/customers to pose and

composite digital garments and filters

onto these photographs of themselves.

Sometimes these items can be purchased

as an NFT (non fungible token), giving

them long lasting value akin to fine art.

Items are often sold in digital fashion

market places - similar to physical fashion

e-commerce sites like ASOS.

Photographs including these digital

clothes or items are often then shared on

social media - the outcome being a co-

creation between designer and consumer.  
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EXEMPLAR PROJECTS

DISTORTED CONSTELLATIONS VOL. 2:

A VISUAL SNOW ALTERNATE REALITY

2021

Nwando Ebizie, The Space

Mixed reality performance

A multidisciplinary exploration of

neurodiversity drawing from the artist’s

experience living with Visual Snow

Syndrome. The project consists of an

Instagram filter and 360 video

environment populated by multiple

manifestations of multidisciplinary artist

Nwando Ebizie, embodying forces of

nature through her signature artistic

hybrid of live art, dance, music and Afro-

diasporic ritual. The project expresses a

spectrum of Visual Snow symptoms

reimagined as luminous and sonic

phenomena. 

Description adapted from the Space website

AUGMENTED SNAPSHOT

PLETHORA

2019/2020

Damara Ingles

AR app

Plethora is a line of augmented reality

wearables that use technology to update

garments in the same way that it updates

software in order to remain relevant and

inclusive to the consumer without further

material waste. 

This project relies on a subscription-

based service, consumers purchase a

garment and update it through the app.

By disrupting the ways in which fashion is

worn and expressed, Plethora aims to

expand the guidelines in which fashion is

conceptualised, designed and produced.

18
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      Digital expert tip: 

Be aware that for a vibrant and engaged

audience base this format is usually high

maintenance, requiring constant

community management and production

of new content. Good knowledge of

social media, video hosting sites and

video conferencing software will all help

in running a successful Skills Assembly. 

SKILLS SHARE

Skills Share is all about enabling and empowering communities to

learn something new and develop new skills, usually in the context of

art or hobbies

The format comprises of an online

educational platform, service or network

offering people the opportunity to learn

new arts skills or share their existing

knowledge with others. This could be

delivered by an arts organisation through

a series of online tutorials (recorded or

live) led by a teacher, or online meetings

between a group who exchange

knowledge and skills with one another.

Crucially this format is facilitated by an

experienced cultural organisation, who

specialise in that art form. This format

aims to develop and support communities

centred around a shared interest,

particular subject or specialism, providing

opportunities to learn something new

using digital platforms. This increases

accessibility for individuals who cannot

attend in-person meetings for reasons

such as mental or physical illness. The

benefit to recorded classes is that they

are scaleable, offering international

opportunity. They can be shared more

widely and attended at a time to suit the

individual learner. 
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EXEMPLAR PROJECTS

KINETIC CONNECTIVITY: DEAF STREET

DANCE IN LOCKDOWN

2020

Def Motion, Billy Read, Ariel Fung

Captioned YouTube videos

Billy Read is a Deaf performing artist who

specialises in Hip Hop theatre and street

dance. With Ariel Fung, Billy created a

series of street dance tutorial videos on

YouTube in BSL for Deaf children to enjoy,

be inspired by and learn new skills during

lockdown. 

Two videos, which were captioned and

had a voiceover, were published weekly.

Participants are invited to show off their

moves and upload their dance clips,

which formed part of a video montage at

the end of the project. 

Description adapted from Creative Connections

website

SKILLS SHARE

VIRTUAL MARKIT

2020

MotherShip

Online meetings and tutorials

Virtual MARKit provides an opportunity

for new mothers to develop creative skills

over Zoom. The project aims to furnish

participants with the training to support

their creative endeavours, empowering

them and enabling them to gain valuable

transferable skills and experience.

MARKit also provides an opportunity for

creative befriending – building

relationships through shared creative

activity. Using the commonalities of

parenting young children, discovering

and learning new things through the arts

and living in the same community, people

from different cultures and backgrounds

are united.

Description adapted from the MotherShip website
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      Digital expert tip: 

If you want to go to the next level of

technological advancement, it’s worth

collaborating with a number of tech savvy

creatives for this kind of project.

Knowledge and experience of online

streaming services is essential, as well as

thinking outside the box about how to

‘enhance’ your audience's experience

using immersive/interactive elements.

 

ENHANCED STREAM

Enhanced streaming offers audiences the opportunity to watch live or

recorded performances with added interactive or immersive elements.

Experiences from this format are usually

found on arts organisations’ websites and

online streaming platforms such as

YouTube and Twitch, but can be

presented through other mediums like

virtual reality. 

The increasing popularity of immersive

theatre and interactive technology over

the past decade has resulted in

organisations producing performances

that are not only made available online

(live or recorded), but are enhanced by

some sort of interactive or immersive

element, such as binaural audio or

branching narrative. 

Whilst innovative projects such as

National Theatre Live paved the way for

digital theatre, the form has continued to

develop and theatre makers are now

going a step further to bring their

audiences into the fictional world they

create. Online audience’s are being

provided with greater opportunities to

feel part of the performance and play a

more active, participatory role rather than

a ‘spectator’.  
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EXEMPLAR PROJECT

ENHANCED STREAM

THE ENCOUNTER

2016

Complicité, The Space

Binaural online performance

Complicité’s multi award-winning

production The Encounter was made

available free online on Complicité’s

website and YouTube channel.

Complicité’s partners across the globe

also hosted the production, turning their

websites into theatres for a week during

the COVID pandemic. It was free to

watch, and audiences wore headphones

to experience the show’s extraordinary

binaural sound design (3D audio). In the

live show, Director-performer Simon

McBurney brings Petru Popescu’s book

Amazon Beaming to life on stage,

following the journey of Loren McIntyre, a

photographer who got lost in Brazil’s

remote Javari Valley in 1969. It uses live

and recorded 3D sound, video projections

and loop pedals to recreate the intense

atmosphere of the rainforest. The online

version included an introduction by

McBurney, in which he tricks the

audience into thinking he’s at home and

in the theatre watching his own

production.

Description adapted from The Space website
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Image Credit: Complicité press 
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"The computer is chameleonic. It can be seen as a theater,

a town hall, an unraveling book, an animated wonderland,

a sports arena and even a potential life form."

Janet H. Murray in Hamlet on the Holodeck, 1997

Image: Darkfield Radio. Image Credit: Realscape Productions
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In memory of Sir Graham Vick CBE, Founder & Artistic Director of Birmingham Opera Company.

Graham's groundbreaking artistic innovation inspired so many to push the boundaries of space

and form, giving them the confidence to explore and innovate. He always encouraged those

around him to do the very best they can. His work demonstrated how opera is an art form for

everyone.

With thanks to GBSLEP, for making this report and Digital Welcome possible. 

If your organisation is looking for support, a specialist creative sector advisor is available within

the Growth Hub at www.gbslepgrowthhub.co.uk

To hear more about the work GBSLEP is doing for the sector, or to discuss your work with the

GBSLEP team, contact culture@gbslep.co.uk
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About Limina

Limina Immersive is a UK-based research organisation and consultancy dedicated to helping

teams bring immersive and emerging creative technology to broader audiences. 

Since 2016 we have brought immersive technology experiences to over 15,000 in-person

audience members through our touring VR theatres. We have conducted seminal studies with

world-leading universities. Through this research, combined with our team’s background in

producing award-winning virtual reality experiences, we have an unparalleled understanding

of creative interactive media and a uniquily holistic approach to researching it. 

We deliver our work in the form of consulting, audience research projects, reports, workshops,

talks and seminars. 


